AUDIO/VIDEO SELECTIONS FOR HUMANITIES 6
TO FULFIL MEDIA INSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
(More will be issued later.)

Note: Internet Assignments that must be submitted in written form for credit are not on this list. For now, this list is a listening/viewing selection. It is always a good idea to take a few notes as you listen and write a general summary in your own words of what you learned. This activity will help you focus on the material and better remember the content. You are not expected to watch or listen to all of the video selections, but you are responsible for nine hours.

Civilisations - Mesopotamia 1/6: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye8mgDHxH4E

Enuma Elish to Genesis: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyZ8POCaHpM&feature=relmfu
(Speaker rushes)

History of World Literature - The Epic of Gilgamesh, Part 1:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_MzYRovvUE&feature=related


Short videos on ancient Egypt, Secrets from Ancient Egypt (YouTube):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GaInDIv3-V8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyFtHnJw-xY&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWFpA_CjZGU&feature=relmfu

Examining a Lost Queen: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1GULSVk5dc&feature=related

Lost Civilizations: Ancient Egypt:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQDOzKSXqks&feature=related 50:02

Overview of Herodotus Part 1/2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3xVdkLbHKg

Alexander the Great Part 1, 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qykNUugV3yw&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6jmffoxdU0&feature=relmfu  (Other parts are available.)

Alexander the Great - National Geographic: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhNO-dJNhWQ&feature=related

The History of Rome: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDgznPzjSzE&feature=related

Birth of Rome - The First Metropolitan City:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMRydOiDdP8&feature=related

Christianity. A History - 1. Jesus the Jew:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjAWyg7ZCJk&feature=related